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Abstract
A block-structured adaptive mesh refinement (AMR) method was applied to the computational problem of acoustic radiation from an aeroengine
intake. The aim is to improve the computational and storage efficiency in aeroengine noise prediction through reduction of computational cells.
A parallel implementation of the adaptive mesh refinement algorithm was achieved using message passing interface. It combined a range of
2nd- and 4th-order spatial stencils, a 4th-order low-dissipation and low-dispersion Runge–Kutta scheme for time integration and several different
interpolation methods. Both the parallel AMR algorithms and numerical issues were introduced briefly in this work. To solve the problem of
acoustic radiation from an aeroengine intake, the code was extended to support body-fitted grid structures. The problem of acoustic radiation
was solved with linearised Euler equations. The AMR results were compared with the previous results computed on a uniformly fine mesh to
demonstrate the accuracy and the efficiency of the current AMR strategy. As the computational load of the whole adaptively refined mesh has
to be balanced between nodes on-line, the parallel performance of the existing code deteriorates along with the increase of processors due to the
expensive inter-nodes memory communication costs. The potential solution was suggested in the end.
© 2007 Elsevier Masson SAS. All rights reserved.
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Stringent noise regulation requirements for modern aircraft
have promoted research into efficient and accurate numerical
methods capable of predicting aircraft noise, e.g. engine in-
take noise radiation. The physical process of noise generation
and radiation is governed by the Navier–Stokes equations. At
present, a full numerical solution of noise generation, prop-
agation and radiation process using the Navier–Stokes equa-
tions is prohibitively expensive. However, certain aspects of
the noise propagation and radiation process can be modelled
by linearised equations. For example, in the duct upstream of
the rotor-stator region of an aeroengine, where nonlinear and
thermal noise generation effects are minimal, the propagation
of the rotor-stator noise can be studied using the linearised
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doi:10.1016/j.ast.2007.09.004equations about the mean flow. A significant amount of re-
search has been undertaken to develop theoretical and com-
putational methods to predict engine tonal noise propagation
and radiation. However, the development of a cheap and quick
computational method is still a challenging job. Of the three
main numerical approaches for engine duct noise propagation
and radiation problems, boundary element (BE) methods [12]
are confined to problems of acoustics through uniform mean
flows; finite/infinite element (FE/IE) methods [1] are gener-
ally restricted to acoustic propagation through irrotational mean
flows; and computational aeroacoustic (CAA) methods based
upon the Euler or linearised Euler equations (LEE) are much
general in terms of governing physics [19]. However, CAA
methods are more expensive. Realistic engineering applications
of CAA methods call for continuous research into efficient
computational schemes/methods.
AMR is efficient and effective in treating problems with
multiple spatial and temporal scales [3]. It represents compu-
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points per wavelength only in areas of interest. A given spatial
error tolerance is achieved by recursively refining meshes. Sub-
sequently a localised mesh of high grid resolution is distributed
within an otherwise coarse mesh. The computational efficiency
is improved by reducing the required number of computational
cells. The operation of refinement could be operated either for
each single cell [3], i.e. cell-structured AMR, or for each single
block [13,25] and called block-structured AMR.
For the block-structured AMR method, a computational do-
main consists of blocks with a predefined number of cells, e.g.
4 × 4 cells in each block. If any cell in one block requires re-
finement, the whole block is refined [13]. As a result the data
structure is only maintained for blocks. It is well accepted that
block-structured AMR requires less programming efforts and
is computationally more effective than cell-structured AMR
with respect to communication costs and memory require-
ments. In this work we extend our earlier effort [10] where a
block-structured AMR code was constructed and tested against
benchmark problems on rectangular meshes. In order to solve
aeroacoustic problems of practical significance, e.g. acoustic ra-
diation from a general aeroengine intake, the current code is
extended to support body-fitted meshes and works on parallel
machines using message passing interface (MPI) library.
The major objective of this work is to apply the AMR strat-
egy to study acoustic radiation from a generic aeroengine in-
take. The case is governed by LEE and computed on a mesh
that is adaptively refined according to the magnitude of per-
turbation pressure gradients that reflects the sound propagation
procedure. The accuracy of the prediction is compared with the
earlier efforts [17–19]. Costs and the parallel speedup perfor-
mance are given at the end of the paper.
2. The parallel AMR algorithm
On parallel machines, the existing AMR applications
[4,13,21] generally employ a block-structured AMR algorithm.
It involves a) representing the two-dimensional (2D)/three-
dimensional (3D) hierarchical computational domain in blocks,
b) connecting the generated blocks in a quadtree/octree data
structure, c) estimating local truncation errors at all grid points
and identifying blocks with excessive errors, d) regridding the
identified blocks by superimposing or removing blocks to ac-
commodate changes in flow physics, and e) redistributing com-
putational load between processors to maintain dynamic load
balancing. This procedure is operated recursively until either
a given refinement/coarsening level is reached or a predefined
local truncation error level has been met. After regridding, the
initial conditions of the newly generated blocks are inherited
from their base blocks. This operation is referred to as the AMR
prolongation operation. Conversely, after each computing step,
the solutions on the finer blocks should be used to update the so-
lutions of the corresponding base blocks to maintain the desired
accuracy. This is known as the AMR restriction operation. To
solve partial differences of cells located near a block boundary,
an extra area surrounding each block is required. This oper-Fig. 1. Block-based AMR for an acoustic scattering problem. Solid lines denote
blocks boundaries. Each block contains 21 × 21 cells.
ation is referred to as the ghost construction in the following
description.
In Fig. 1 a schematic of the block-structured AMR method
employed in this work is given. The example is a benchmark
problem of acoustic scattering [22] solved with body-fitted
multi-block AMR. The display style is chosen to illustrate
the hierarchical structure of the adaptively refined mesh more
clearly. In reality meshes on the fine levels are superimposed
on the coarse meshes. In this example, a nested mesh consisting
of three refinement levels is created at the start of the computa-
tion. The refinement ratio between the consecutive coarse and
fine levels is two. The AMR regridding operation defines the
relationships between the blocks as parents/children or sibling
according to the type of their connection, stores the hierar-
chy information in the data structure of quadtree, and either
refines or coarsens the hierarchical meshes based on the gra-
dients of perturbation pressure. As the simulation progresses,
the meshes are dynamically updated to reflect the evolving so-
lution. The prolongation operation provides the initial solutions
on the newly generated blocks, and the restriction operation up-
dates the solutions on the coarse blocks.
The essential algorithm of the regridding operation is roughly
the same in the existing programs [4,13], mainly consists of
traversing in blocks to generate new blocks or to delete exces-
sive blocks, and maintaining the corresponding data structure
to reflect the volatile connection relationships between blocks.
Nevertheless, the parallel strategies of the other AMR opera-
tions, i.e. prolongation, restriction and ghost construction are
generally different. Fig. 2(a) illustrates the potential situations,
where unidirectional communications are operated to transfer
the whole solutions on the related blocks for prolongation and
restriction, whereas bidirectional communications are used to
transport a part of solutions on the corresponding blocks for
ghost construction. To achieve high efficiency, separate com-
munication subroutines were designed specifically for these
AMR operations in the existing AMR programs [4,13], which
consequently tend to be complex and inaccessible.
A simplified AMR library is developed as a starting point for
our work in the area of CAA. To realise the parallel AMR oper-
ations as simply as possible, the essential decision is to combine
the parallel communication of the AMR operations together
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Fig. 2. Parallel AMR operations: ghost construction, restriction and prolonga-
tion.
to reduce the code complexity. A different example shows the
basic idea in Fig. 2(b), where several blocks are assumed to
be distributed on two processors (CPU1 and CPU2), and re-
striction and ghost construction are to be operated for block1
of Fig. 2(b). The simplified algorithm will set up a buffer on
CPU1 by receiving all solutions of the related blocks 2–6 of
Fig. 2(b) on CPU2 prior to doing AMR operations for block1.
Relying on the local buffer, the subsequent implementation of
the AMR operations is an ordinary programming task. Com-
pared to the existing AMR algorithms through a profiling tool,
there is approximately 7% efficiency loss using the present sim-
plified code for the interested CAA applications.
3. Numerical issues
A CAA algorithm includes ingredients such as high-order
spatial stencils, temporal schemes, inflow, outflow and surface
conditions. The examples presented in this paper use an explicit
form of buffer zone [20] as the inflow, outflow and radiation
conditions. To examine the global convergence rate on an adap-
tively refined mesh, the benchmark case of a Gaussian pulse
propagation in a steady medium [6] is used. The problem is
governed by the following equations:
∂u′
∂t
+ ∂p
′
∂x
= 0, (1)
∂v′
∂t
+ ∂p
′
∂y
= 0, (2)
∂p′ + ∂u
′
+ ∂v
′
= 0, (3)∂t ∂x ∂y(a) t = 0.1 (b) t = 4
Fig. 3. Perturbation pressure contours of 2D Gaussian pulse propagation.
16 equi-spaced contours between ±0.05. Negative contours are dashed.
Straight lines are blocks’ borders. Solutions on the thick central line in (b) are
used to compute the convergence rate.
with the initial condition given by
p′(x, y,0) = e−( x
2+y2
0.1 ), u′(x, y,0) = 0,
v′(x, y,0) = 0, (4)
where x and y are the Cartesian coordinates; t is time; u′ and
v′ are velocity perturbations in the x and y directions respec-
tively; p′ is pressure perturbation. The computation domain
covers an area of −8 x  8 and −8 y  8.
The 2D problem is solved on an adaptive mesh that con-
tains two refinement levels. Fig. 3 shows the wave propagation
and the corresponding adaptively refined mesh. The Gaussian
pulse is initiated at the centre of the mesh, where the finer mesh
is superimposed to increase the resolution. The case is tested
with a range of central spatial schemes, including 2nd- and 4th-
order explicit schemes [16] and a 4th-order DRP scheme [24].
The 4th-order 4–6 low-dissipation and low-dispersion Runge–
Kutta (LDDRK) [8] temporal scheme with constant time steps
is used for time integration. A 10th-order filter [11] is employed
throughout the domain to remove spurious waves. In the ghost
construction operation, several interpolation methods (a 2nd-
and a 4th-order interpolation and a 6th-order polynomial in-
terpolation) have been tested. The interval of mesh regridding
is five computing steps, which is set according to the tempo-
ral step and the length of the ghost area, to guarantee that the
wave propagation is always accurately resolved on the finest
mesh.
The L2-norm errors of the perturbation pressure are plotted
in Fig. 4, where the cells number of each block ranges from
20 × 20 up to 50 × 50. The results show that the order of inter-
polation methods affects the convergence rate. The 2nd-order
interpolation keeps the 2nd-order convergence rate when com-
bined with the 2nd-order explicit scheme. But it degrades the
convergence rate to approximately 3 when the 4th-order ex-
plicit scheme is employed. For general cases, Ray proposed to
employ a 6th-order interpolation on an adaptively refined mesh
to maintain the 4th-order convergence rate [15]. In his work
a 36-points 2D interpolation was used. It is regarded as too
cumbersome to implement for this work. As a result, the 6th-
order polynomial interpolation is only operated separately in
each coordinates direction. The convergence rate is increased
to approximately 3.7.
X. Huang et al. / Aerospace Science and Technology 12 (2008) 418–426 421Fig. 4. L2-norm error of the pressure, N is the number of cells in a block in
one coordinate axis. : 2nd-order explicit scheme and 2nd-order interpolation,
×: 4th-order explicit scheme and 2nd-order interpolation, : 4th-order explicit
scheme and 6th-order interpolation, +: 4th-order DRP scheme and 6th-order
interpolation, -.-: 2nd-order slope and - -: 4th-order slope.
Fig. 5. Mach number contours of the mean flow around an aeroengine intake.
Freestream Mach number is 0.25, ambient pressure is 94250 Pa, intake Mach
number is set to 0.55, and intake pressure is 79687 Pa.
4. Acoustic radiation from an engine intake
In our previous work [10] the method of AMR was used in
the computation of acoustic radiation along and away from an
unflanged cylindrical duct. In this work the method is extended
to a generic aeroengine intake with a realistic background mean
flow, as shown in Fig. 5, where a high engine power setting is
used. This section begins with an introduction of the govern-
ing equations and numerical methods. Calculations are based
upon the radiation of realistic acoustic modes generated by the
engine fan and fan/stator flow interactions. The computational
results of the far-field directivity are to be compared with the
results computed on a fixed mesh solving LEE and the predic-
tions obtained from an established FEM solver [17]. The cost of
AMR operations will be revealed by profiling the code on both
the single- and multi-processors.
4.1. Governing equations
Assuming small perturbations about a steady mean flow,
acoustic wave propagation can be described by LEE. Further,
if the acoustic disturbances are restricted to the multiples ofthe blade passing frequency and propagate on an axisymmet-
ric mean flow field without swirl, it is possible to write the
disturbances in terms of a Fourier series, e.g. for the pressure
disturbance p′ at a single frequency k the series is
p′(x, r, θ, t) =
∞∑
m=0
p′m(x, r)ei(kt−mθ), (5)
where x is the axial coordinate, r is the radial coordinate, θ
is the circumferential angle, t is time, and m is the circumfer-
ential mode. Consequently, there are two important relations
for the circumferential velocity disturbance w′ and the pressure
disturbance p′ correspondingly. They are
∂w′
∂θ
= −m
k
∂w′
∂t
,
∂2p′
∂t∂θ
= mkp′. (6)
The resulting set of equations are generally called 2.5D
equations [26]. The complete governing equations in cylindri-
cal coordinates for a single blade passing frequency k are:
∂ρ′
∂t
+ ∂(ρ
′u0 + ρ0u′)
∂x
+ ∂(ρ
′v0 + ρ0v′)
∂r
− mρ0
kr
w′t +
ρ′v0 + ρ0v′
r
= 0,
∂u′
∂t
+ u0 ∂u
′
∂x
+ v0 ∂u
′
∂r
+
(
u′ + ρ
′
ρ0
u0
)
∂u0
∂x
+
(
v′ + ρ
′
ρ0
v0
)
∂u0
∂r
+ ∂p
′
ρ0∂x
= 0,
∂v′
∂t
+ u0 ∂v
′
∂x
+ v0 ∂v
′
∂r
+
(
u′ + ρ
′
ρ0
u0
)
∂v0
∂x
+
(
v′ + ρ
′
ρ0
v0
)
∂v0
∂r
+ ∂p
′
ρ0∂r
= 0,
∂w′t
∂t
+ u0 ∂w
′
t
∂x
+ v0 ∂w
′
t
∂r
+ mk
ρ0r
p′ + w
′
t v0
r
= 0, (7)
where superscript (′) and subscript (0) denote perturbation and
mean properties respectively; ρ′ is density perturbation; u′ and
v′ are velocity perturbations in the x and r directions respec-
tively; w′t = ∂w′/∂t . The fluid is modelled as a perfect gas with
the homentropic assumption. p′ = C20ρ′, C0 is sound speed.
The boundary treatment for w′t is the same as that for w′.
The incident wave is defined as follows:
ρ′(x, r, θ, t) = a[Jm(krr) + c1Ym(krr)] cos(kt − kax − mθ),
u′(x, r, θ, t) = ka
k − kaMj p
′,
v′(x, r, θ, t) = − a
k − kaMj
× d[Jm(krr) + c1Ym(krr)]
dr
sin(kt − kax − mθ),
w′t (x, r, θ, t) = −
amk[Jm(krr) + c1Ym(krr)]
r(k − kaMj )
× sin(kt − kax − mθ),
w′(x, r, θ, t) = am
r(k − kaMj )
× [Jm(krr) + c1Ym(krr)] cos(kt − kax − mθ),
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where Mj is Mach number inside the duct; a is fixed at 10−4 to
ensure small relative changes in density (as required for LEE);
Jm and Ym are the mth order Bessel functions of the first and
second kind respectively; ka is the axial wave number and kr is
the radial wave number. kr is the nth solution of the following
equation determined by the hard-wall boundary conditions of
the duct
d[Jm(youterkr)]
dr
d[Ym(yinnerkr)]
dr
− d[Jm(yinnerkr)]
dr
d[Ym(youterkr)]
dr
= 0, (9)
where youter and yinner are the height of the inlet duct inner wall
and the inner hub radii in the inflow boundary. ka is calculated
from
ka = k1 − M2j
(
−Mj ±
√
1 − k
2
r (1 − M2j )
k2
)
, (10)
the selection of plus or minus (±) signs in the parenthesis is
determined by the propagation direction of the spinning wave.
Plus (+) is for the positive propagation direction in the axial co-
ordinate, and vice versa. The constant c1 satisfies the following
relations
c1 =
d
dr [Jm(youterkr)]
d
dr [Ym(youterkr)]
. (11)
On the centreline boundary where r = 0 a singularity exists. It
is treated by using l’Hopital’s rule to approximate 1/r by ∂/∂r
at the singularity. To solve these equations, 4th-order spatial and
temporal schemes [8,16,24] are employed.
4.2. Curvilinear coordinate system
In an earlier work [9] it was shown that a Cartesian mesh
with low-order immersed boundary method [14] performed
much poorly than a body-fitted mesh to solve acoustic propa-
gation problems with curved geometries. There are also other
attempts of using AMR for body-fitted multi-block meshes
[2,21], where curved geometries were allowed to be trans-
formed into and simulated using a uniform computational do-
main. This can be achieved by using the coordinate transforma-
tion given by Eqs. (12)–(14), which represent a transformation
from the physical to the computational coordinates. For sim-
plicity the time variance of both coordinate systems is not con-
sidered. It is worth noting that this part is not new and is just
included to complete this work.
ξ = ξ(x, r), η = η(x, r). (12)
The first order spatial derivatives of the governing equations are
evaluated using the chain rule:
∂
∂x
= ∂ξ
∂x
∂
∂ξ
+ ∂η
∂x
∂
∂η
,
∂ = ∂ξ ∂ + ∂η ∂ , (13)
∂r ∂r ∂ξ ∂r ∂ηwith the transformation metrics defined as
∂ξ
∂x
= J
(
∂r
∂η
)
,
∂ξ
∂r
= J
(
−∂x
∂η
)
,
∂η
∂x
= J
(
− ∂r
∂ξ
)
,
∂η
∂r
= J
(
∂x
∂ξ
)
. (14)
J is the transformation Jacobian relating the geometric proper-
ties of the physical space to the uniform computational space
and is given by
J =
[
∂x
∂ξ
∂r
∂η
− ∂x
∂η
∂r
∂ξ
]−1
. (15)
The extra memory and computational costs required for the
AMR code are the same as the modification costs for a non-
AMR code.
4.3. Far-field directivity
For CAA methods, a finite computational domain is re-
quired, leading to the requirements of non-reflective acoustic
boundary conditions and a radiation model, generally in the
form of an integral representation. In this work, the far-field
directivity is estimated via an integral surface solution of the
Ffowcs Williams–Hawkings (FW-H) equation [5]. An inte-
gral solution of the FW-H equation is implemented numeri-
cally to allow the near and far-field noise levels to be deter-
mined efficiently. Fig. 6 illustrates a 3D FW-H integral surface
around the engine duct. After several numerical experiments, it
shows that the number of azimuthal grid points Znum satisfy-
ing Znum  10m (m is the circumferential mode) is enough to
predict the far-field directivity accurately. The 2D solutions of
Eqs. (7) are extended to the 3D surface by using Eq. (5), i.e.
p′(θ, t) = p′(0, t + mθ/k).
4.4. Absorbing numerical noise
To absorb high-frequency numerical errors unresolved by
the employed spatial scheme, a 10th-order explicit filter [7] or
Fig. 6. 3D FW-H integral surface around the intake.
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Fig. 7. Effect of spurious wave treatment methods. Perturbation pressure con-
tours. Gray lines denote the boundaries of blocks. m = 12, n = 1, k = 1082 Hz.
an artificial selective damping [23] was used in CAA applica-
tions. The 10th-order explicit filter takes the form:
χi = χi − β
5∑
k=0
ak
(
χ(i + k) + χ(i − k)), (16)
where χ is the original variable, χ the filtered solution, χi the
filtered solution at the ith gridpoint. The value of ak and β can
be found in literature [7]. Meanwhile, the discrete form of the
scalar wave equation using the damping method at gridpoint i
can be written as:(
∂χ
∂t
)
i
+
(
∂χ
∂x
)
i
= − υa
(
x)2
3∑
j=−3
djχ(i + j), (17)
where χ is the original variable, χ the damped variable, υa an
artificial kinematic viscosity, j the damping stencil index, dj
damping coefficients and 
x the spatial discretisation size. The
value of υa and dj can be found in literature [23].
Their effects are compared in Fig. 7, where the mesh is adap-
tively refined to capture the acoustic propagation. For the damp-
ing method the same coefficients used in a cavity flow simula-
tion [23] are employed. Figs. 7(a)–7(b) show the method fails to
absorb numerical noise generated around the lip of the intake.
They suggest that the coefficients of artificial selective damp-
ing might have to be redesigned for the cases with curvilinear
grids. Figs. 7(c)–7(d) indicate that the filter removes spurious
waves more effectively. In the rest of the paper the 10th-order
explicit filter [7] is employed to remove the spurious waves.
4.5. Results and discussion
With the aforementioned techniques, the acoustic propaga-
tion in and radiation from the aeroengine intake is solved with
AMR. The coarsest block is composed of 17×51 cells to model
the intake geometry accurately. In the computation, therefore,(a) LEE on a fixed mesh [17]
(b) LEE with AMR
Fig. 8. Perturbation pressure contours. m = 26, n = 1, k = 2268 Hz. Setup
without mean flow.
two to three refinement levels are enough to obtain satisfactory
points per wavelength for the interested spinning modes. Once
the waves reach the outflow boundary of the computation do-
main, the finest blocks span the whole computational domain
and the AMR regridding operation could be stopped to improve
efficiency. After that junction, the computation only proceeds
on the top level blocks to save computational costs.
Two configurations are used: one with the steady medium
and the other has the aforementioned realistic mean flow
(Fig. 5). Figs. 8–9 compare the results of instantaneous pertur-
bation pressure computed on an adaptively refined mesh with
the same predictions computed on a fixed mesh [17]. There
is little difference between the two results in the case of the
steady medium, whereas for the realistic mean flow case the ra-
diation pattern is slightly influenced by the AMR method. In
order to show the difference much more clearly, the far-field
directivity results computed with various strategies are com-
pared in Fig. 10. The employed integration surfaces are already
displayed in Figs. 8–9.
In the case with the steady medium, both the peak level and
the peak radiation angle agree well with the results of Richards
[17]. The peak radiation is predicted at 47.0 deg (Fig. 10(a)).
This compares well with the prediction (47.27 deg) of Richard-
s’s work [17]. The dynamic range of the prediction is typically
higher than 60 dB that is good enough for most of the engi-
neering applications. The peak radiation magnitude is 0.55 dB
lower than the result of Richard’s work. It suggests that the filter
might introduce an excessive level of dissipation surrounding
the lip of the aero-engine intake. Meanwhile, the prediction
does not follow the decaying envelope at low observation an-
424 X. Huang et al. / Aerospace Science and Technology 12 (2008) 418–426(a) LEE on a fixed mesh [17]
(b) LEE with AMR
Fig. 9. Perturbation pressure contours. m = 13, n = 1, k = 904 Hz. Setup with
mean flow.
(a)
(b)
Fig. 10. Far-field directivities for the aeroengine intake, where (a) m = 26,
n = 1, k = 2268 Hz without mean flow and (b) m = 13, n = 1, k = 904 Hz
with mean flow.
gles to the axisymmetrical axis (φ  25 deg). The dynamic
range of the prediction is somewhat smaller than the predic-
tion of Richard. This is as expected as the order of the spatial
scheme on an adaptively refined mesh is demonstrated earlier to
be less than 4, while the order of the spatial scheme employed
in Richard’s work was 6. This particular feature might also be
influenced by the spurious waves generated at the fine-coarse
interfaces in the AMR operations. The accuracy also suffers
slightly as the observation angle approaches 120 deg, the dis-
crepancy in pressure level being at most 2.2 dB.
For the realistic mean flow case, the results are presented in
Fig. 10(b). The main peak angle and the peak level of the AMR
result match the other two solutions well. The peak radiation
angle is at 59.9 deg (Fig. 10(b)) which compares favourablely
with 59.4 deg predicted by Richard who solved LEE on a uni-
formly fine mesh and 60.8 deg by using an established FEM
solver [17]. The differences of the peak radiation level between
these results are less than 0.5 dB, whilst the peak radiation an-
gles differ from each other by less than 0.7 deg. Towards the
low observation angle range (φ  22 deg), the discrepancy in
the pressure level increases again. The reason of this feature is
the same as that explained in the previous case. The dynamic
range of the prediction is also about 60 dB. Nevertheless, the
prediction deteriorates toward the high observation angles, es-
pecially around the shadow interference dip angles at 88.3 deg,
where there is 7 dB difference between the AMR and the FEM
results and 5 dB between the AMR and Richard’s predictions
on a fixed mesh. It could be caused by the spurious wave gen-
erated above the lip of the intake, as indicated by the wiggles
shown in the perturbation pressure contours (Fig. 7(d)).
In the AMR computation of the steady medium case, the to-
tal number of cells increases from 13,872 to 41,616 as the wave
propagates out of the intake. The computing time is 3463 sec-
onds on a desktop computer (Pentium IV 1.3 GHz, 768 MB).
In contrast, the computing time is 5400 seconds with the same
AMR code working on a uniformly fine mesh without running
the regridding operation. In an earlier computation with the
SotonLEE code which also solves LEE [26], 7560 seconds is re-
quired to achieve the same results on a uniform mesh consisting
of 81,600 cells. The corresponding computational time for the
realistic mean flow case is 5904, 11,591 and 23,877 seconds,
using the AMR code on the adaptively refined mesh, uniformly
fine mesh and the SotonLEE code respectively. The results sug-
gest that on a uniform mesh, the efficiency of the AMR code for
the simpler steady medium case is lower than the efficiency of
the SotonLEE code due to the extra cost of the AMR data struc-
ture management and the additional AMR operations, such as
the ghost construction operation. In the relatively complex case
with the realistic mean flow the similar AMR management cost
is required for operating on the same mesh, while the compu-
tational cost for the LEE is increased extensively for solving
the extra 12 convective terms so that leading to the compara-
ble efficiency of the AMR code to the SotonLEE code on the
uniformly fine mesh. Moreover, the results also suggest that the
efficiency of the AMR code using adaptive meshes are up to
50% higher than the SotonLEE code.
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Fig. 11. Perturbation pressure contours, m = 12, n = 2, k = 20. The computing
load is distributed over 4 processors, which are denoted by different colours.
Fig. 12. The parallel speedup of the case of spinning mode sound radiation from
an aero-engine intake with the realistic mean flow condition: (–) ideal speedup;
() the result of the SotonLEE code; () the result of the AMR code.
Fig. 11 illustrates the process of regridding and dynamic load
balancing within 4 processors which are differentiated by dif-
ferent colours. The computational load is redistributed evenly.
In Fig. 12 the parallel speedup performance of the AMR code
is compared with the parallel speedup performance of the So-
tonLEE code on a Beowulf PC cluster that consists of seven
nodes connected by a Gigabit Ethernet. It is discovered that
the communication cost of the AMR code is generally one to
three times higher than the communication cost of the Soton-
LEE code. The cost is mainly contributed by the expensive
communication cost of the AMR ghost construction operation.
That operation consists of a lot of memory movements and
network communications. Its performance is then limited by
the present memory and network technology. Therefore, the
speedup performance of the AMR method deteriorates slightly
along with the increase of the communications. The parallel
performance of the existing AMR code is still being opti-
mised by exploiting the newly emerging multi-core technology
with fast intra-node communication between parallel individual
AMR processes.5. Summary
Whereas the essential idea of AMR is not difficult to grasp,
its parallel implementation is far from trivial. There exist many
challenges in terms of algorithm development and computa-
tion. In this work the main AMR operations are explained and
their parallel communications are bundled together to simplify
the code developing efforts. The convergence rates of a range
of 2nd- and 4th-order spatial schemes on an adaptively re-
fined mesh are studied by solving the benchmark problem of
Gaussian pulse propagation.
The developed AMR method is applied to the prediction of
spinning modal radiation from a generic engine intake, with or
without an axisymmetric mean flow. To model curved geome-
tries, the AMR code is extended to support body-fitted grids.
Filter and artificial selective damping are employed to absorb
spurious waves generated in the AMR computation. Their ef-
fects are compared, and the filter method is shown to be the
preferred method for the problem. The accuracy and the effi-
ciency of the AMR method are demonstrated by the predicted
far-field directivity, which compares well with those given by
a LEE computation on a uniform mesh and FEM. In terms of
computation efficiency, the adaptively refined mesh represents a
saving of up to 50% compared with a uniform mesh. Relied on
MPI, the computation loads are shown to be distributed evenly
within the processors. The expensive communication cost in the
AMR computation appears to be the bottleneck of the AMR
parallel performance. In order to attain a higher efficiency on
current parallel machines, it is suggested to separate the paral-
lel communication of each AMR operation to obtain an optimal
performance and exploit the newly emerging multi-core tech-
nology.
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